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Modulo (2"+ 1 )  multiplication: The product (P)  of two numbers 
(X, Y )  modulo (2" + I )  can be formulated in diminished-I representa- 
tion as: 

P = ( ~ y x x ~ , . + , + y " x r + x , x y + ( . ~ , v ~ ~ " ~ x 2 " ) , + ,  (I) 

where zn represents the nth bit and z the remaining n least significant 
bits of a diminished-l coded number Zand (B)~.+I is the residue ofthe 
binary number 8. 

Booth recoding (radix-4) can be applied to speed-up the computation 
of the partial product terms in (1) (xn+, =X,,=X-I = O ) :  

Since thc reduction modulo (2" + I )  of a number A with at most 2n bits 
can be  computed with a single subtraction: 

= ( A  mod 2" - A  div Z"),.,, ( 3 )  

the two types of partial products found in (2) can be generated modulo 
(2" + I ) :  

(4) 
(2' x Y)>*+) (.~~-'- j .n#.i- i .~-k - 2' + 1)z"+i 

(-2' XY)2"+1 = (jn&t:n#.Vn-,:"-k + z k  + l ) 2 " + ,  
. .  I .  
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where y,<" represents bits of y originally located in positions from v 
(less significant) to w (more significant) and the symbol # is used to 
concatenate bits. 

The LnfZ] + 1 partial products in (2) must be added modulo (2"+ I) .  
The multiplication algorithm. proposed in this Letter, manipulates both 
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Algorithm for modulo (2"+ 1) multiplication 

L.A. Sousa 

An alganthm for designing efficient modulo (2" + I )  multipliers based 
on Booth recoding is proposed. With this algoethm, Wallace-tree 
adders can be used IO design the fastest among all known modulo 
(2"+ I )  multipliers. 

Introduction: Modulo (2" + I )  multiplication has been widely used in 
the Fermat number transform and in residue number systems (RNS), 
with application in signal processing. In recent years, several modulo 
(2"+ 1)  multipliers have been proposed (1-31 far the diminished-I 
number representation [4]. These multipliers use Wallace-tree addi- 
tion and Booth recoding spced-up techniques but are less efficient 
than ordinary integer multipliers owing to the additional operations 
required to perform modulo reduction and the 2"-correction. 

In this Letter we propose an improved algorithm and architemre for 
diminished-l modulo (2"+ 1) multiplication which removes all the 
drawbacks of the cited architectures. The algorithm is also based on 
Booth recoding but it modifies the Booth tables and manipulates the 
modulo reduction expression for simplifying both the global modulo 
(2"+ 1) reduction and the 2"-correction. 

terms in (4j, designated by correction terms (c tk :  2 x 0 5  k 5  
2 x Ln/2J). It assumes the usage of modulo (2"+ I )  adders for 
diminished-l representation (A+B+ 1 = A + B + G )  [I]. 

Algorithm JOT modulo multiplication: Partial products (p2,) and 
correction terms (ct,,) in Table 1 can be used for computing 
( y  X . Y ) ~ . + ~  with Booth recoding. They are directly derivcd from (4). 
We consider at this time that .vSr=O. Although p21(OOO) and pi,(l I I) 
should have the cero value non-null values c m  be assigned to them by 
adjusting the corresponding correction terms - (2" + I )  complcment. 
The correction terms in Table I arc diminished by one because each 
modulo (2" + 1) adder used for adding pZ1 also adds an extra ']', as 
referred to in the preceding Section. By adding all the cormclion 
terms, by considering a common term ( - 2 2 ' -  2"+'j and by applying 
the distributive propcrty, the final correction term (CT) can be 
formulated as: 

x VX,~,.tkik+l) x 2'+' + (.rk-,x'.?k+l 

x VX,&,X,X,+,) x 2' 

-(2"2"')l+ct,,,, ( 5 )  

x 2'+2 

It is easy to prove the correctness of the fallowing equations, where 
no = I for n o d d  

Ld21 (- /=I  (2" + 2"+')), " 1 1  = 6 + 2 x E, 

Therefore, ( 5 )  can be rewritten as: 

ct,,, - 4 x I, + 6 + 2 x E, +' 
4 

(7) 
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Far diminished-l multiplication, modulo (2" + 1) addition o f y  and x 
has 10 he performed whenever x. and yn  are equal to zero, respectively 
(see ( I  I). They term can he added topo  wheneverx, = 0, which leads to 
the first four rows in Table 2 and the following expression far the 4 
term in (7): 

4 = 2 x ilia +.?,-r, - 2 x ill" + 3 + 2 x ir, (8) 

In Table 2, the-x, bit takes the place ofthcx-1 hit, which is always equal 
to zero, and the zero value is assigned IO po when xn = I .  The xn hit is 
not present in (8) since the value assigncd to c12xo is not dependent on 
the value of xn (see Table 2). For obtaining a simple logic equation for 
CT the term -2 xxlsa has to he eliminated. For y,,= 1, the value 
-2 x X ~ X O  call he directly added inadulo (2" + I) topa by changing the 
valw ofpcI(0l I) from '0' to '2" - 1' (see Tahlc 2). For y,=O, we can 
take advantage of the fact that 2 x I, +so (see (I)) must he added to 6. 
Thus 4' takes thc place of 6 in (7) for bath values ofy,: 

4'=2'  x ( j " i ,  vy,x, i "vy"x,~,)+2" 

x ( j " X , X 0  V'.,XO) + 3 + 2 x no (9)  

To add the remaining hits of J when y ,  = 0, the terms xZi x Z2' and 
x2(+, x 2"" must he added to tb in (7) for all 1 5 i 5 Ln/2j ( k =  2 x i): 

(.?rs+, v . r & I x x v x k )  x 2"(i-,&, V i k  Vik , , )2 '+ '  

+.r&,xkX,+,(2k+1 + 2 9  (10) 

Once again, to avoid uodesirahlc arithmetic opcntions for CT campu- 
tation, the tcrm (22'+22'+') is added to thc corresponding partial 
product for y,,=0, lcading to ~ ~ ~ ( 1 1  I)=22't' (see Table I ) .  So, the 
tcrm y i  in (7) is rcplaced by $' for both values ofy,z: 

*' = (?&+, v.Yi-,?k V.""X,~,.Zk+, Vj&J x 2 k  

+ (&+, Vj',,?, v.G".?k&l) x 2-1 (1 I) 

By isolating the terms of *' for k = 2  x (i= Ln/ZJ) in (7) and by 
operating logic simplifications of them together with the 6' (9), the 
simple logic equations (12) and (13) are obtained to compute CT for n 
odd and n even, respectively. These equations already include the value 
of the nth hit of thc result, with 0=2" x (x.vy,). 

x (,C,?,-l v.t,.to V?,,i, Vj ,& vF"_,x,) 

+2" x (,?,,-,.tu vj',,7n-l.il V j " x , ~ , s , x o  

v y " x " ~ , i , x u  VY"4 ,,_,. r , ) + 2  (13) i*"+, 

1 L+, 

Thereby, modulo (2"+ I )  multiplication can be computed using (14), 
with the \'slues ofp , ,  p2! and CT found in Fdhle 2, Table 1 and (12) or 
(13), rcspectively. It is important to note that the correction term 
depends on I and y. by simple logic equations. 

P = ( ( ' 2 ( p l j +  I )  + cr+ 1 + I (14) 

The fast modulo (2°C I )  multiplier proposed in Fig. I was modelled 
in structural VHDL for a general value of n and its operation was 
enhaustivcly verified. It  is composed of a set of logic gatcs for 
generating CT a Wallace-tree of modulo (2" + I ) carry-save adders (to 
addpz, and CT), and a final modulo (2"+ I )  carry-propagate adder The 
unitary terms in (14) are automatically addcd. because diminished-l 
adders are used. In the proposed architecrure, thc number ofstagcs of the 
Wallace-tree is at most one more than the number required for ordinaly 
integer multiplication, whenever (Ln/2J + I )  is the upper limit value of 
the number of operands accommodated by a givcn number of stages [I] .  
This is a significant improvement regarding the fastest known modulo 
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(2"+ 1) architectures [I-31. The multiplier in [I] does not apply Booth 
recoding and requires the precomputation of a data-dependcm correc- 
tion term, which introducer an additional delay of some full-adders to 
implement an (n ~ I)-hit munter. The introduction of Booth recoding in 
[2] implies the addition o f a  supplementary value which depends on n 
6nd requires two additional cany-save adder stagcs in from of the carry- 
save adder tree for modulo reduction. The modulo (2" + I )  multiplier 
proposed in [3], that also applies hit-pair recoding and a Wallace-tree 
adder, can be adapted for diminished number represcntation but 
explicitely requires the addition o f  the terms Ym x y and 7, Y I, and 
the special case ofX, Y =  0 has to he treated separately. 

Table 1:  Partial products b2,; I si5 Ln/21) for diminished-l 
representation 

Table 2: Partial product bo) for diminished-l reprcsentation 

The cost of the proposed modulo (2" + 1) multipliers is only slightly 
greater than the cost of the hinaly multipliers. In spite of being faster 
than the other modulo (2" + I )  architectures, the new architecture docs 
not increase the hardware requirements. 

Conclusions: We have proposed an improved algorithm for designing 
efficient modulo (2" + I )  multipliers. By manipulating thc Booth 
tables and by applying B simple correction term, the proposed multi- 
plier is the most efficient among all the known modulo (2" + 1) 
multipliers and is almost as efficient as those for ordinary integer 
multiplication. 
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Adaptive noise estimation algorithm for 
speech enhancement 

L. Lin, W.H. Holmes and E. Ambikairajah 

An efficient noise estimation a lganth  for speech enhancement is 
proporcd. The noisy specch is decomposed into subband signals and 
the subband noise estimate is updated by adaptively smoothing the 
noisy signal power. The smoothing panmetcr is chosen as a function 
of the estimated signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). This noise cstimafion 
technique gives reliable remle wen at very low SNRs. 

Introduction: In most applications involving speech enhancement, we 
have only a noisy speech signal available. The noise may be non- 
stationary and coloured and its power is unknown. Its properties must 
be extracted from the noisy speech signal alone. Noise power 
estimation is crucial to effective speech enhancement. Inaccurate 
noise power used in the suppression rule can result in musical noise 
and speech distortion. In recent years, noise estimation techniques 
have been developed based an tracking the spectral minima in each 
frequency hand [1-3]. In this Letter, we propose a new simple and 
reliable noise estimation technique for speech cnhancement. The 
noise estimate is updated adaptively and continuously, with a smooth. 
ing parameter that depends on the estimated subband SNR. 

Proposed noise e.vimation technique: Noisy speech x(n) ,  consisting 
afclean speech s (n)  with additive noise w(n), is first decomposed into 
M handpass signals xi(") using a filterbank. In the implementation 
reported here we use the auditory filters proposed Lin ef al. [4] to split 
the signal into critical band signals, although other bandpass filter- 
hanks could be used (including the common Fouricr decomposition). 

The output of the ith critical hand filter (i.e. the ith noisy subband 
signal) is given by 

(0 
where si(n)= h,{n)*s(n) is the output from the ith critical band filter 
when the input to the filterhank is clean speech only, and 
wj(n)=hi(n)*w(n) is the corresponding output when the input is 
noise only. 

We assume that noise and speech are independent non-stationary 
signals, hut that the noise power changes relatively slowly. The suhhand 
noisy signal power, a:,=E(x?(n)),  is estimated on a frme-by-frame 
hasis using 

x,(n)  = h,(n)*x(n) ?z .,(.) + Wj(*) 

where t : (p)  is the estimated noisy signal power calculated using frame 
p. and N is the frame size. 

The subband noise power, a:,,=E{&n)), is estimated using the 
one-pole smoothing filter 

~ Z , , ( P )  = a,(p)z;,(p - 1) + (1 - a,(p))e:.(p) (3) 

where d::(p) is the estimate o f  subband noise power in frame p .  

function changing with SNR,@) 
The smoothing parameter q(p) at frame p is chosen as a Sigmoid 

where SNR,(p)=t:Lp)/;r: ,(p- I), and ::,,@-I) is the average or 
median of the noise estimates of the previous 5 to 10 frames, e.g. 
?:,,U- I ) =  I/lO~cg 0 2 . J ~ - k ) .  The variable SNR,(p) can be 
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considered as an approximation to the a posteriori signal-to-noise 
ratio a:,/a:,, = (a:, + U?~)O;,; Theoretically the a po.yteriori SNR 
should always be I when only noise is present and greater than 1 
when both speech and noise are present. The parameter a in (4) is a 
constant with a value behveen 15 to 30, and the value of Tis around 1.5. 
A plot of a, against the o posleriori signal-to-noise ratio a:,/ai,, at 
different values of a is shown in Fig. 1 

The foregoing algorithm can be explained as follows. If speech is 
absent in frame p, the new noisy signal power calculation $(p) should 
be very close to the average noise estimate & ( p  - I), so that, from (4) 
and Fig. I, z,(p)z 0. Also, from (3) we have &lp) zb:,(p), because of 
the small value of a&), i.e. the estimate of noise power in frame p 
rapidly follows the power of the noisy signal in the absence of speech- 
there is minimal smoothing. 

4 . 2 '  " " ' ' ' ' " 
0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 

a posterpiiori SNR 

Fig. 1 Plot OJ'Z ogainst n posteriori SNR 

Conversely, if speech is present, the new noisy signal power C,?@) is 
much larger than the previous noise estimate a;.,@- I), i.e. 
SNR,(p)>l; so that, from (4) and Fig. 1, a,{p)>0.5. Hence the noise 
update in (3) is slower because of the large value of z&). The value of 
a j (p )  increases rapidly with increasing t,?Jp)/r?;.Jp - I) .  During voiced 
f r m e s  wc have ::{p)>>d;Jp- I ) ,  a,(p)- 1, and :$J.~)zs?~Jp- I), 
i.e. the noise update process almost stops and the noise estimate 
approximately equals that of the previous frame because the value of 
x,@)  is almost 1. 

The parameter a in (4) controls the way in which d p )  changes 
with 6;ip)/C:.Lp- I ) .  Generdlly, larger values of a lead to larger 
values of r*,(p) and slower noise updates, whereas smaller values of o 
give Faster noise updates, at the risk of possible over-estimation during 
long voiced intervals. 
To further smooth the noise estimate, the following filtering opera- 

tion is used to obtain the final noise estimate r?w,$n&), whcrc is 
chosen to be around 0.5-0.95: 

Bt.,$".!(P) = Xfi""&,$!!"LP - 1) + (1 - q " d S : : ( P )  (5) 

This operation reduces fluctuation in the noise power estimate but 
introduces a small amount of delay in the response to noise power 
changes. The estimate for the subband clean signal power, 
a:,= E(&)), is then calculated using 

where t:,@) is the estimate of subband clean speech pawcr at frame p.  
The operation m a ( . )  is used to avoid negative power estimates. 
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